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December 17, 1996 3 min. Read the opinions expressed by entrepreneurs of depositors are their own. Products tend to be more standardized than services, says Rick Crandall, author of Marketing Your Services: For People Who Hate to Sell (Choose a Press). With the product, you are pretty much selling the same thing, while with the
service, the sales process is customized almost every time. Services are intangible - people can't always see what they're getting. Fortunately, there are tangible steps that will help you sell your service. Make your service more tangible. Offering a package offer gives your service some semblance of a product. For example, providing
legal advice for a year for a set fee may be more desirable for clients who are terrified by the prospect of open billing2. Network in unique locations. I do not rule out that the school of traffic, bowling leagues, baseball games and other non-business events can share their history. Leisure provides a natural environment for networking and
encourages relationships to be built more often than the rigid introductions typical of most networking events.3 Clip articles involving your business or customers. Much of the value of advertising comes long after the news is published. You can get a few calls when the article actually works, but you'll get a lot more if you spread the
reprints later.4. Do marketing tests works. Before you send it, run it with a few people. Check it on the flyer before you make a yellow page ad. Before you go crazy with any ads, track your marketing results. For example, if you deploy ads in two different newspapers and find that one pulls 90 percent of the total response, you can cut your
costs by getting a similar response. To have a system. Service providers in particular often get caught up in their work and neglect the market. It's a vicious circle: Because they're not pro-market systematically, they see spotty results, so they don't market systematically. Set up a routine in which you send emails, call or write ad headlines
for an hour every morning or one day a week. Write a letter to the editor. This is easy to do and provides the main exposure in the publications that your target audience reads7. When pitching publications, look for unusual photos. Many times, media outlets that cover service businesses are stuck with outdated, sitting on the table photos
of reporters and photo editors seen thousands of times. Look for something photogenic about your business, and aim for new photos to distinguish you from the crowd8. Create a handout of handy tips. A landscape designer can make up 10 ways to prepare the lawn for the fall; can list 10 ways to avoid the court. Use these tips in
seminars, brochures, announcements, or press releases. Tips establish your experience; handing them out creates gratitude in potential customers9. Award a member Landscape designer can present awards for the best lawns in the neighborhood; An environmental consultant could award the award for the most environmentally friendly
business.10 Hold seminars. Get along with other entrepreneurs whose services complement your and market series of seminars. Group bonus: If you're not used to giving speeches, sharing a scene can calm your nerves.11 Collect reviews. People respond to feedback from others in their industry or someone in their particular
circumstances. Once you know the perspective needs, you can whip out your file and share a testimony that best reflects his or her needs. August 19, 2006 3 min read Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur contributors are their own. Business Startups Magazine, October 1999I is a good time to start an investment program? I bet that's the
case. Not because the stock market is sure to climb next month or next year, but because delaying your investment efforts could jeopardize hopes of a comfortable retirement. The sooner you start, the better. In 20 or 30 years, you have a great opportunity to watch your investment grow over the years and the luxury of withstanding the
fall of the market. Initiating an investment plan is difficult when you start a business because the temptation is to plough all resources back into the business, admits investment consultant David Young Wood Young and Co. Inc. in quakertown, Pennsylvania. But the investment program is vital. Don't wait for the right moment to enter the
market, or you can sit on the sidelines forever. One of the biggest mistakes a young business owner can make is to ignore the need for savings for the future, agrees Chris Walters, vice president and Los Angeles regional manager of Mellon Private Asset Management, an investment and wealth management firm for individuals with
portfolios of $1 million or more. Most young entrepreneur investments should be in long-term domestic reserves; they have historically surpassed other asset classes. We will also consider less exposure in international and emerging market funds, which offer diversification and huge growth potential for the portfolio. Finally, it would be
useful to include high-capitalization stocks that could offer greater growth potential in the next three to five years. If you happen to just start an investment program, don't be afraid of the market, advises Young. Averaging dollar value (periodic investments of a certain amount in shares or mutual funds) is an effective way of investing
without taking into account market terms; this mitigates the impact of market volatility. As well as diversification. Mutual funds are the best way to achieve diversification, and they allow Businesses have more time to focus on their business without worrying about individual stock picks, says Walters. To avoid sales fees and commissions,
look for mutual funds. Many allow monthly investments as low as $50, which can be automatically deducted from your bank account. And talk to your accountant about SEP, Keogh and other tax deferred plans to help maximize the benefits of a significant aggravating effect in the future. Contact Sources Of Myllon Private Asset
Management, 4695 MacArthur Ct., 2nd Fl., Newport Beach, CA 92660Wood Young and Co., (800) 966-8620, dave@woodyoung.comPaul DeCeglie (MrWritePDC@aol.com) is a former staff reporter for the trade magazine and an American banker. December 1, 2000 11 min read This story appears in the December 2000 issue of the
entrepreneur. Subscribe Here's the bad news: Search engine Inktomi recently surveyed on the Internet and counted a mind-blowing 1 billion web pages. Oh. Just ten years ago, the Internet didn't exist. And even five years ago, it was just a superhero for super-nervous people. No more. Now every business needs a website, but just
because you build it doesn't mean the shower will never visit. Entering a website can be like opening a store in the back alley, said Jim Datovech, president of Gaithersburg, a Maryland-based IT consulting firm Operon Partners. You have to work to win visitors. What's more, traditional marketing campaigns don't necessarily produce
results for websites, warns Mark DiMassimo, president and creative director of DiMassimo Brand Advertising, a New York-based agency that handles many dotcom clients. Example: Typically, dotcom television advertising has been very inefficient, says DiMassimo, whose agency surveyed consumers and found that only 6 percent of
heavy web users said they had ever visited the site because of television advertising. Put your dollars where your customers will be, urges DiMassimo. Seems basic? Not for dotcom companies that plunked down tens of millions of dollars to buy Super Bowl ads. Having money is no excuse for spending like a drunk sailor, says DiMassimo,
who adds that a critical test should always be, Will my potential customers see the material? The lure of your hook What works in attracting visitors to the site? While heavily funded internet companies can make seven and eight-figure deals to buy prime advertising real estate on major internet portals and online services such as Yahoo!
and AOL, you're probably pricing out of this race. Thus, the victory of visitors becomes a matter of creative, persistent marketing. The good news is that it's still the little things that will bring a lot of traffic your way. For example? Always put YOUR URL on forms, business cards, in email signatures, where potential visitors are more likely to
see it, says Low-cost Traffic Builder: Get active in online discussion groups and chat rooms, and where appropriate, always give out your URL, says Shannon Kinnard, author of Marketing with Email: Spam-Free Guide (Maximum Press). Selling bird toys? Scout from many groups who at Birds is a good place to find them on Deja.com, a
site that archives discussion lists and get active. This will spread the word about you and your site. Placing items for sale at major auctions such as Amazon.com, eBay and Yahoo! is another big time traffic builder for any website that is sold. These sites allow you to identify yourself for viewers, and a few dollars spent on putting out goods
for betting can just bring a lot of traffic from surfers looking for more information. Classified ads offer more opportunities to generate traffic on the cheap. Check out both Excite and Yahoo!. Ads there are free, and the audience is high. When it comes to off-line advertising, expert opinion is ambiguous. Some pros advocate big spending on
traditional media, while others tell you to fish where the fish is, which means advertising online to promote the online store. One idea is to include YOUR URL prominently in offline advertising for standalone products or services, but not to launch a standalone campaign for online-only property. When money is scarce, go where you know,
you will find surfers. A direct approach for many businesses using good ol' email can be the most correct and by far the cheapest way to build traffic to their sites. E-mail is still getting results, said Hans Peter Brondmo, chairman of PostCommunications.com, a San Francisco-based email marketing firm that numbers Palm Computing,
Victoria's Secret and Wells Fargo among its customers. One of the keys to effective email: Use opt-in registration, where web site visitors are asked to indicate if they want to receive an email from you. How do I get registered? Offer a free monthly newsletter, Kinnard says. The key is to give really good information. Effective newsletters
typically mix news about trends in your area with tips and updates on sales or special prices. Another key: Turn on the hyperlinks so that interested readers can go directly to your site with one click and learn more about specific topics of interest. Once your marketing efforts start to attract surfers and then customers to your new business,
you will need to find out exactly who is buying your products or services. Getting to know your market will help you chart the direction of your new dotcom business. Know your client If there is the first commandment of doing business, that's all. Knowing customers is easy in a brick-and-mortar store. Talk to them, the size of their clothes,
hear them form sentences. The traditional shopkeeper knows about who stops, but how do companies on the Internet know their customers when they all make up subtle cybervisitors? The good news: Every visitor to the website leaves a trail that, if properly analyzed, will tell you the country of origin, browser and platform used (such as
Windows 98), is provider, and more. This data is collected by web hosting services in file, but only hardcore techies can ever have the patience to scroll through the log because it contains a mind-blowing avalanche of details. Your web hosting service probably provides a free basic analysis of these logs. If so, the company will run the log
through interpretation software and put the output into a folder commonly called Statistics. The best analysis is easy to find with third-party software tools designed to auto-report and automatically produce spiffy, usable reports that will tell you not only which countries produce visitors, but also the providers of those visitors and more. The
best options among the analysis tools include: WebTrends Log Analyzer: This program offers a cool set of tools, including a geographic profiling tool that allows you to track visitors to specific cities of origin. Get a trial download from the www.webtrends.com. Cost: $399 (all street prices). HitList Professional: You can get about 40 types of
reports in a few clicks. It's a complete, fast and easy-to-use tool. Get a trial on the www.marketwave.com. Cost: $395.Before deciding to buy, ask yourself whether you really need the level of analysis offered. Many low-traffic sites don't, and for them, the free files provided by their servers may be enough. When traffic increases to more
than 100 visitors per day, you'll probably need a more finely configured analysis, and it's time to buy a more sophisticated tool, but not before. How to get to know you magazines provide a step toward knowing your customer, but more can be done: Review says: In an email this morning, I received a discount coupon from Amazon . . . With
a string attached. If I answered half a dozen questions with multiple options, I would have earned a $15 credit well on any electronics item sold by the company. Through very specific questions about competitors and Amazon's own products offerings, prices and services, Amazon raises valuable information about customer thinking and
competition. Why don't you do the same thing? Don't wait to put a survey on your site to do so once your site is up and running. Keep it short and offer a tangible reward. Choose, say, 10 or 100 customers. Then- and it's crucial to read every answer that comes in. Mail Time: Read and reply to as much of the customer's email as possible,
because it also opens a real window for customers and their motivation. Of course, for every customer who has good things to say about you, nine will write with complaints, but read, him and remain vigilant to trends. If one person complains about your packaging materials, it's not a big deal. If 10 do and you only sent out 12 orders last
week, you have a problem, but the great thing is that now you also have the opportunity to fix it. Private Eyes Keeping PrivateNow Customer Information That You're Excited about information about your customers, know it: all this should be done gently, respectfully and carefully. Website surveillance is a very sensitive topic these days,
and the chances of sensitivity will only increase as more users realize how detailed the footprint they leave when visiting websites. But there is a remedy that allows you to collect the information you need as well as reassuring visitors. It's simple: develop a privacy policy and post it on your website. Be clear, simple and straightforward. A
good strategy is to say: We never sell the information we collect about you to anyone. And if you offer visitors free registration on email newsletters or sales notifications, be quick to remove anyone who asks to be removed from your list of recipients-preferably on the same day you receive the request. In You They'll Trust In an age when
your customer's knowledge is seen as a path to wealth, it's hard to resist the collection of extensive stores of customer data that fall to their knees when building a Web site. Know where the visitor has been before to what sites he or she has visited previously in the same Inter-net session, for example, and an alert marketer can use this
understanding of the surfer's interests to customize the site's offerings so they more closely match what the surfer wants. For dot-com entrepreneurs, this means that you are not screwed up, and you will gain the trust of visitors. And as soon as they trust you, they will buy from you. Bowled OverTurned on a pink, retro bowling shirt? How
about bowling jackets and T-shirts? In 1998, Tucson, Ariz., entrepreneur Gary Forrester, 47, thought there were enough bowling fanatics out there to make a success of the bowling compound, where almost all bowlers crave for sale. So far, he's proven himself right. Entrepreneur: How do you promote the site? Gary Forrester: There's a
useful site called Selfpromotion.com that makes it easy to list your site with all the search engines. We also promoted the bowling compound by handing out flyers at bowling tournaments. Another way we promote on a permanent basis is by putting items up for auction on eBay. This is not only another source of income, but also forces
people directly to your website to order more of your products. And that's only 25 cents to list each item. This was probably the most cost-effective advertisement I've ever seen. Super MomIt is amazing, opportunities that still exist on the internet. Ask Maria Bailey, 36. Once a marketing executive with AutoNation USA, she began
BlueSuitMom.com in Pompano Beach, Florida, on Mother's Day 2000 with the goal of meeting the needs of executive working moms. Her take on the web was that there were sites designed to moms in general, but none directed specifically at the supervisors who also turned out to be moms. So she decided to build one.
BlueSuitMom.com offers networking opportunities, news focused on executive moms and tips on topics such as time time How do you promote business? Maria Bailey: We promote our business mainly by building strategic partnerships. For example, we have a partnership with Stork Avenue, the largest retail birthday ad. They were
willing to put our logo on 15 million directories in exchange for driving traffic to their site. We also rely on strong word-of-mouth networks of moms and businesswomen to set up, and networking in professional women's organizations, human resources departments and parent organizations. In addition, we sponsor events such as parent
conferences and distribute our content to other websites to create a brand. We were very lucky to create a great press. What are the unique advantages you have compared to other websites? We felt that the best advantage we could have was to be first on the market and we were. Being the first site aimed at executive working mothers
has allowed us to create all the great presses we have received. What was your biggest surprise in building this business and your biggest disappointment? The biggest surprise was how quickly the site and idea grew. The response we received from other online companies, offline retailers, marketers and associations was overwhelming.
We can't keep up with people who want to deal with us. The biggest disappointment, or the biggest surprise I didn't expect, I never thought raising money would take so long out of each day. It's a constant game of chicken or egg when you're juggling raising money, hiring good talent and getting the product to market. Market. business
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